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Abstract
Relative fitness is a new approach to modeling the performance of storage devices (e.g., disks and RAID arrays). In
contrast to a conventional model, which predicts the performance of an application’s I/O on a given device, a relative
fitness model predicts performance differences between
devices. The result is significantly more accurate predictions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Relative fitness: the fitness of a genotype compared with
another in the same gene system.
Managing storage within a data center can be surprisingly
complex and costly. Large data centers have numerous storage devices of varying capability, and one must decide which
application data sets (e.g., database tables, web server content) to store on which devices. Sadly, the state-of-the-art
in Information Technology (IT) requires much of this to be
done manually. At best, this results in an overworked system
administrator. However, it can also lead to suboptimal performance and wasted resources.
Many researchers believe that automated storage management2, 5 is one way to offer some relief to administrators.
In particular, application workloads can be automatically
assigned to storage devices. Doing so requires accurate predictions as to how a workload will perform on a given device,
and a model of a storage device can be used to make these
predictions. Specifically, one trains a model to predict the
performance of a device as a function of the I/O characteristics of a given workload.1, 7, 11, 13 Common I/O characteristics
include an application’s read/write ratio, I/O pattern (random or sequential), and I/O request size.
Though it sounds simple, such modeling has not been
realized in practice, primarily because of the difficulty of
obtaining workload characteristics that are good predictors of performance, yet also suitable for use in a model.
For example, the I/O request size of an application is often
approximated with an average, as opposed to the actual distribution (e.g., bimodal). Although such approximations
reduce modeling complexity, they can lead to inaccurate
predictions.
This article describes a new modeling approach called
relative fitness modeling.9, 10 A relative fitness model uses observations (performance and resource utilization) from one storage device to predict the performance of another, thereby
reducing the dependence on workload characteristics. Figure 1
illustrates relative fitness modeling for two hypothetical devices
A and B.
The insight behind relative fitness modeling is best
obtained through analogy. When predicting your grade in
a college course (a useful prediction during enrollment),

it is helpful to know the grade received by a peer (his
performance) and the number of hours he worked each
week to achieve that grade (his resource utilization).
Naturally, our own performance for a certain task is a complex function of the characteristics of the task and our ability. However, we have learned to make predictions relative
to the experiences of others with similar abilities, because
it is easier.
Applying the analogy, two storage devices may behave
similarly enough to be reasonable predictors for each other.
For example, they may have similar RAID levels, caching algorithms, or hardware platforms. As such, their performance
may be related. Even dissimilar devices may be related in
some ways (e.g., for a given workload type, one usually performs well and the other poorly). The objective of relative fitness modeling is to learn such relationships.
2. BACKGROUND
Storage performance modeling is a heavily researched area,
including analytical models,11 statistical or probabilistic
models,1, 7 and machine learning models.10, 13 Models are
either white-box or black-box. White-box models use knowledge of the internals of a storage device (e.g., drives, controllers, and caches), and black-box models do not. Given
the complexity of modern-day storage devices,12 black-box
approaches are becoming increasingly attractive.

Figure 1: Using sample workloads, a model learns to predict how the
performance of a workload changes between two devices (A and B).
To predict the performance of a new workload on B, the workload
characteristics, performance, and resource utilization (as measure on
device A) are input into the model of B. The prediction is a performance
scaling factor, which we refer to as B’s “relative fitness.”
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Perhaps the simplest of all black-box models is a numeric
average. For example, the fuel efficiency of a car (average
miles per gallon) and a soccer player’s performance (average goals per game) are both black-box models. Of course,
such models can be easily extended with workload characteristics (e.g., highway or city, home game or away), and an
average can be maintained for each type of workload.
Table 1 shows a simple black-box model of a storage device
(a table of performance averages), and Figure 2 shows the same
information in a regression tree.3 Both models are indexed using
one workload characteristic (the average request size of the I/O
that is issued to the storage device by the application), and both
models must be trained with sample workloads in order to learn
performance averages for various request sizes. Some form of
interpolation is required when an exact match is not found in
the model. For example, to predict the performance of a workload with 3KB requests, using Table 1, one might average the 2
and 4KB performance and predict 37MB/s. Of course, storage
researchers have explored a number of workload characteristics
in addition to request size, including the read/write ratio, multiprogramming level (queue depth), I/O inter-arrival delay, and
spatial locality. More complex characteristics (e.g., I/O burstiness, spatio-temporal correlation) have also been investigated.
More formally, a model of a storage device i (white-box or
black-box) can be expressed as a function Fi. During training, the inputs are the workload characteristics WCi of an
Table 1: A table-based model that records the performance of a disk
drive for sequentially-read data.
Request Size

Bandwidth

1 KB
2 KB
4 KB
8 KB

15 MB/s
27 MB/s
47 MB/s
66 MB/s

Figure 2: A regression tree that learns the performance of a disk
drive for sequentially read data.
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application running on device i and the output is a performance metric Pi (bandwidth, throughput, or latency):
Pi = Fi (WCi).

(1)

We refer to Equation 1 as an absolute model, to signify that the
inputs WCi are absolute, and not relative to some other device.
However, in practice, one does not possess WCi  , as this would
require running the workload on device i in order to obtain
them. Because running the workload to obtain WCi obviates the need for predicting the performance of device i, one
instead uses the characteristics WCj obtained from some other
storage device j. That is, the model assumes that the characteristics of a workload are static and will not differ across storage
devices. More precisely, the model assumes that WCi and WCj
are equivalent. However, this is not always a safe assumption.
2.1. The challenges with absolute models
The primary challenges with absolute models relate to workload characterization, which has been an open problem for
decades.4 First, one must discover the performance-affecting
characteristics of a workload. This can be challenging given
the heterogeneity of storage devices.8 For example, a storage
array with a large cache may be less sensitive to the spatial
access pattern than an array with little cache, so models of
the devices would likely focus on different workload characteristics when predicting performance.
Second, one must manage the trade-off between expressiveness and conciseness. Most models expect numbers as
input, and it can be challenging to describe complex workloads with just a few numbers. In effect, workload characterization compresses the I/O stream to just a few distinguishing
features. The challenge is to compress the stream without
losing too much information.
Third, and more fundamentally, an absolute model does
not capture the connection between a workload and the storage device on which it executes. While the assumption of static
workload characteristics (i.e., WCi = WCj) is safe for open workloads, where the workload characteristics are independent
of the I/O service time, it is not safe for closed workloads. The
most obvious change for a closed workload is the I/O arrival
rate: if a storage device completes the I/O faster, then an application is likely to issue I/O faster. And other characteristics can
change, such as the average request size, access pattern, read/
write ratio, and queue depth. Such effects occur when file systems, page caches, and other OS middleware reside between
an application and the storage device. Although the application may issue the same I/O, the characteristics of the I/O as
seen by the storage device could change due to write reordering, aggregation and coalescing, caching, prefetching, and
other interactions between an operating system and a storage
device. For example, a slower device can result in a workload
with larger inter-arrival times and larger write requests (due to
request coalescing) when compared to a faster device.
Collectively, these challenges motivate the work presented in this article. Rather than attempt to solve the difficult problem of identifying workload characteristics that are
expressive, yet concise and static across devices, we choose
to use performance and resource utilization. That is, we use

the performance and utilization of device j to predict the
performance of a different device i. Of course, such relative
models must be built between each pair of devices, as performance and resource utilization are device-specific.
3. RELATIVE FITNESS MODELING
Relative fitness begins with an absolute model (Equation 1).
Recall that a workload is running on device j, WCj can be measured on device j, and we want to predict the performance of
moving the workload to a different device i. The first objective
of relative fitness is to capture the changes in workload characteristics from device j to i, that is, to predict WCi given WCj. Such
change is dependent on the devices, so we define a function Gj→i
that predicts the workload characteristics of device i given j:
WCi = Gj→i (WCj).
We can now apply G in the context of an absolute model Fi:
Pi = Fi (Gj→i (WCj)).
However, rather than learn two functions, the composition
of F and G can be expressed as a single composite function
RMj→i which we call a relative model:
Pi = RMj→i (WCj).

(2)

With each model now involving an origin j and target i, we
can use the performance of device j (Perfj) and its resource
utilization (Utilj) to help predict the performance of device i.
Perfj is a vector of performance metrics such as bandwidth,
throughput, and latency. Utilj is a vector of values such as
the device’s cache utilization, the hit/miss ratio, its network
bandwidth, and its CPU utilization:
Pi = RMj→i (WCj , Perfj, Utilj ).

(3)

In other words, one can now describe a workload relative
to some other device. Recalling the analogy, if you want to
predict your grade in a course that a colleague has already
taken, you could simply have the colleague tell you his grade
and the number of hours he worked each week. Other details
of the course (workload characteristics) could be useful, but
this information may not be as critical.
Next, rather than predict performance Pi, one can predict
the performance ratio , which may be a simpler function
to model (e.g., perhaps device i is twice as fast as device j).
We call such a model a relative fitness model:
(WCj , Perfj, Utilj ).

(4)

To use the relative fitness model, one solves for Pi:
Pi = RFj→i (WCj , Perfj, Utilj ) × Pj  .
3.1. Model training
Training a relative fitness model requires workload samples from two devices i and j. Each workload sample can be
described with three vectors: workload characteristics (WC),

performance (Perf ), and resource utilization (Util). During
training, the goal is to learn relationships between the predictor variables (WCj, Perfj, and Utilj) and the predicted relative fitness value (for some P in Perf ).
Table 2(c) shows the format of the training data for a relative fitness model. For comparison, Table 2(b) shows that of
a relative model which trains to predict performance (not a
ratio), and Table 2(a) shows that of an absolute model which
only requires samples from one storage device.
Given sufficient training data, one can construct a relative fitness model using a variety of learning algorithms. The
problem falls under the general scope of supervised learning,
where one has access to a set of predictor variables (WC, Perf,
and Util), as well as the desired response (the relative fitness
value). It is as though an oracle (or supervisor) gives the true
output value for each sample, and the algorithms need only
learn the mapping between input and output.
The domain of supervised learning problems can be
further subdivided into classification (discrete-valued predictions) and regression (continuous-valued predictions).
Relative fitness values are continuous, and there are many
regression models in statistical literature. We choose to use
classification and regression tree (CART) models, for their
simplicity, flexibility, and interpretability.3
3.2. Summary and modeling cost
Whereas conventional absolute modeling constructs one
model per device and assumes that the workload characteristics are static across devices, relative fitness modeling constructs two models for each pair of devices (i → j and j → i)
and implicitly models the changing workload characteristics.
In addition, the relative approaches use performance and
resource utilization when making predictions, thereby relaxing the dependency on expressive workload characteristics.
Of course, the cost of the relative approach is the additional
model construction: O(n2) versus O(n), where n is the number
of storage devices. However, in our evaluation, model construction takes at most a few seconds. Moreover, models can be built
and maintained by each storage device. That is, each device can
Table 2: Training data formats for the various models. The last
column in each table is the variable that we train a model to predict.
All other columns are predictor variables.
Sample

Predictor Variables

Predicted Variables

WCi, 1
WCi, 2
WCi, n

Pi, 1
Pi, 2
Pi, n

WCj, 1 Perfj, 1 Utilj, 1
WCj, 2 Perfj, 2 Utilj, 2
WCj, n Perfj, n Utilj, n

Pi, 1
Pi, 2
Pi, n

(a) Absolute model
1
2
N
(b) Relative model
1
2
N

(c) Relative fitness model
1
2
N

WCj, 1 Perfj, 1 Utilj, 1
WCj, 2 Perfj, 2 Utilj, 2
WCj, n Perfj, n Utilj, n

Pi, 1/Pj, 1
Pi, 2/Pj, 2
Pi, n/Pj, n
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4. EVALUATION
The motivation and advantages of relative fitness modeling
can be stated as four hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Workload characteristics can change across
storage devices (WCi ≠ WCj) and reduce the accuracy of
an absolute model.
Hypothesis 2. A relative model (Equation 2) can reduce the
inaccuracies that result from changing characteristics.
Hypothesis 3. Performance and resource utilization can
improve prediction accuracy (Equation 3).
Hypothesis 4. Performance ratios (Equation 4) can provide better accuracy than raw performance values
(Equation 3).
To test these hypotheses, the accuracy of various CART
models can be compared: absolute models (Equation 1), relative models (Equation 2), relative models with performance
(Equation 3), and relative fitness models (Equation 4).
4.1. Setup
Experiments are run on an IBM x345 server (dual 2.66GHz
Xeon, 1.5GB RAM, GbE, Linux 2.6.12) attached to three iSCSI
storage arrays. The arrays have different hardware platforms, software stacks, and are configured with different
RAID levels.a More specifically,
Vendor A is a 14-disk RAID-50 array with 1GB of cache
(400GB 7200 RPM Hitachi Deskstar SATA)
Vendor B is a 6-disk RAID-0 array with 512MB of cache
(250GB 7200 RPM Seagate Barracuda SATA)
Vendor C is an 8-disk RAID-10 array with 512MB of cache
(250GB 7200 RPM Seagate Barracuda SATA)
The server attaches to each array using an iSCSI device
driver6 that contains counters (below the file system and page
cache) for characterizing workloads and measuring their
performance. A synthetic workload generator6 is used to generate numerous workload samples, which we refer to as a fitness
test. These samples are used to train and test the CART models.
Similar results from other workloads (e.g., Postmark, TPC-C),
as well as details on the CART algorithm (e.g., tree construction
and pruning), can be found in our conference paper.10
4.2. Fitness test results
The fitness test compares the performance of the storage
arrays across a wide range of workloads (various runs of the
workload generator). The measured workload characteristics
(WC) of each sample include the write percent, the write and

read request sizes, the write and read randomness (average
seek distance, in blocks, per I/O), and the queue depth (average number of outstanding I/Os). The performance (Perf ) of
each sample run is the average bandwidth (MB/s), throughput (IO/s), and latency (ms). Resource utilization (Util) is not
used in this evaluation, as this requires modifying storage
device software to which we did not have access. A total of
3000 samples are generated.
Over all 3000 samples, Vendor A is the fastest array with
an average bandwidth of 25 MB/s, an average throughput
of 624 IO/s and an average latency of 37ms. Vendor B is the
second fastest (17 MB/s, 349 IO/s, and 45ms). Vendor C is
the third (14 MB/s, 341 IO/s, and 84ms). Although Vendor A
is the fastest, on average, it is not necessarily the fastest for
all sample workloads in the fitness test. There are samples
where Vendors B and C do better than A (relative fitness values greater than 1) and cases where they do worse (values
lesser than 1). In short, the relative fitness of a device can vary
with the workload characteristics.
As an example of how devices can behave similarly, Figure 3
illustrates how the sequential write bandwidth for each array
varies for different request sizes and queue depths. From the
3000 samples, we show only the sequential write workloads.
There are 120 such samples, sorted by the performance of
Vendor A. The graph illustrates the similar performance of
the arrays. In particular, the prominent discontinuity in the
graph is shared by all arrays (a drop in performance when
there are only one or two outstanding requests). Also note
how Vendor B is faster than Vendor C to the left of the discontinuity, but slower to the right. Such piecewise functions are
ideally suited for CART models.
In support of Hypothesis 1, Table 3 contains averages for
the workload characteristics of each sample. Note the variance across devices (WCi ≠ WCj), most notably the average spatial
randomness of writes, which varies by as much as 38%. In particular, Vendor A experiences the most randomness (an average
seek distance of 321MB per write), Vendor B the second most
Figure 3: Device similarity. The performance of each array changes
similarly, indicating that the performance of one array is a good
predictor of another.
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(250MB), and Vendor C the third (233MB). Although masked by
the averages in Table 3, the request sizes and queue depths also
vary across storage devices for some of the sample workloads.
4.3. Interpreting the models
Of the fitness test samples, 75% are used to build the CART
models and 25% are reserved for testing. Figure 4 illustrates
four of the bandwidth models, one of each modeling type.
For readability, each tree is pruned to a depth of 4, resulting
in at most 8 leaves (prediction rules).
The models in Figure 4 predict the performance of Vendor
C given observations from Vendor A. CART builds trees topdown, so nodes near the top of the tree have the most information. In particular, note how the relative and relative fitness
models learn that the bandwidth of Vendor A is the best predictor of the bandwidth of Vendor C.
As an example of how to use the trees to make a prediction,
suppose a workload is running on Vendor A and we want to
predict its performance on Vendor C. Also suppose that the
workload, as measured by Vendor A, has an average read seek
of 2048 blocks, a request size of 64KB, a write percentage
<0.5%, a bandwidth of 83 MB/s, and a throughput of 1328 IO/s.
The absolute model will predict 75.0 MB/s (see highlighted
path in Figure 4a), the relative model (Figure 4b) predicts
75 MB/s, the relative model trained with performance (Figure
4c) predicts 65.0 MB/s, and the relative fitness model (Figure
4d) predicts that Vendor C is 63% of Vendor A or 51 MB/s.
4.4. Modeling accuracy
Recall that 25% of the fitness test samples are reserved for
testing, so the performance of each sample is known and can
be used to determine the relative error of each prediction.

For example, if the performance of Vendor C (for a given test
sample) is 45MB/s and the prediction is 51MB/s, the relative
× 100, or 13.3%. To quantify the average error
error is
of each model (over all test samples), we report the average
relative error of the predictions.
As a baseline, Table 4 contains the average relative error of
the bandwidth, throughput, and latency predictions for the
absolute model. The table is organized pairwise. Workload
characteristics (WCj) are obtained from one array and predictions (Pi) are made for another. For example, the average
relative error of the bandwidth predictions when characterizing on Vendor A and predicting for Vendor C is 22% (the
top right cell in Table 4).
The first observation is that the most accurate predictions occur when the workload is characterized on the same
device for which the prediction is being made (WCj = WCi),
as indicated by the diagonals in bold. However, if one runs a
workload on device i to obtain WCi, there is no need to make
a prediction. These predictions are only included to illustrate how changing workload characteristics (WCj ≠ WCi) can
affect prediction accuracy. For example, the bandwidth prediction error for Vendor A increases from 23% (when characterized on Vendor A) to 29% (when characterized on Vendor
B) and 30% (when characterized on Vendor C). Therefore,
Table 4 supports Hypothesis 1: changing workload characteristics can affect prediction accuracy.
Figure 5, in contrast, shows the prediction errors for
the relative model (Equation 3) and relative fitness model
Table 4: Prediction error for the absolute model. Workload
characteristics (WCj ) are obtained from array j and predictions
(Pi) are made for array i.
BandwidthA (%)

BandwidthB (%)

BandwidthC (%)

WCA
WCB
WCC

23
29
30
ThroughputA (%)

25
19
25
ThroughputB (%)

22
21
17
ThroughputC (%)

WCA
WCB
WCC

20
28
26
LatencyA (%)

23
15
21
LatencyB (%)

22
21
14
LatencyC (%)

WCA
WCB
WCC

20
31
26

39
21
30

59
52
21

Table 3: Fitness test workload characteristics.
Vendor
A

B

C

Maximum
Difference (%)

Write percent

40

39

38

5.2

Write size (KB)

61

61

61

0

Read size (KB)

40

41

41

2.5

Write seek (MB)

321

250

233

38

Read seek (MB)

710

711

711

0

23

22

21

WC

Queue depth

9.5

Figure 4: CART models trained to predict the bandwidth of Vendor C. The leaf nodes in the absolute and relative models represent bandwidth
predictions; the leaves in the relative fitness model are relative fitness predictions. The absolute model (a) and relative model (b) only use
workload characteristics from Vendor A; the relative model (c) with Perf. and relative fitness model (d) also use Vendor A’s performance
(shaded). All but the absolute model account for changes in the workload characteristics between Vendors A and C.
Read seek
< 339934
Yes

Read seek
< 414965

Write%
< .5

Read seek
< 131116

75.0

32.7

Write size
< 94KB

Write size
< 41KB

12.0

Bandwidth
< 79

Bandwidth
< 2.5
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21.4

Read size
< 73KB

4.5

15.2

(a) Absolute

Write size
< 5KB

Write%
< 74

15.2

23.5

Read seek
< 85209

74.6

29.8

Write size
< 101KB

Write size
< 20KB

7.5

20.7

Read size
< 73KB

4.6

14.8

(b) Relative

Bandwidth
< 19

Write%
< 76

15.3

23.7

Bandwidth
<8

2.3

7.1

Read size
< 127KB

Bandwidth
< 37

Bandwidth
< 86

Throughput
< 288

Latency
< 9.1

Queue depth
<7

Bandwidth
< 0.9
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5. CONCLUSION
By modeling storage devices relative to one another, relative fitness models can use the observed performance and
resource utilization of a workload on one device when
making predictions for another. Such modeling addresses
many of the challenges associated with workload characterization and, therefore, brings automated storage management a step closer to becoming a practical solution for
the data center.
In addition, relative fitness models may find a broader
applicability outside of storage management. In the same
manner that storage models can exploit performance and
resource utilization, so too can models of other data center
resources (e.g., application servers).
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(Equation 4), both of which use performance information to
make a prediction; the absolute model prediction errors from
Table 4 are shown for comparison. Overall, the relative fitness models reduce the average bandwidth prediction error
from 25% to 17%, throughput from 24% to 19%, and latency
from 40% to 29%. Moreover, in most cases, the relative fitness model is slightly more accurate than the relative model.
These results confirm that models trained with performance
can be more accurate (Hypotheses 2 and 3) and that predicting ratios can further improve accuracy (Hypothesis 4).
In summary, workload characteristics can change
across devices and impact the accuracy of an absolute
model (Hypothesis 1), a relative model can reduce the
inaccuracy due to changing workloads (Hypothesis 2),
the performance of one device can be used to predict the
performance of another (Hypothesis 3), and performance
ratios can be better predictors than raw performance values (Hypothesis 4).
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